
01. Do you manually enter label and coding information? YES NO

02. Have you incurred any fines or chargebacks from customers as a result of labeling and/or coding errors? YES NO

03. Do you know how much rework is costing your organization due to coding and labeling errors? YES NO

04. Have you encountered any regulatory or customer requirements for product marking and labeling? YES NO

05. Are you required to go through an audit process which would benefit from more data? YES NO

06. Does your current system offer adequate audit trails? YES NO

07. Is your organization struggling to manage multiple label formats and systems due to different printer makes and 
types (desktop, left hand or right hand printer applicators)? YES NO

08. Are you experiencing reliability issues with your current printers or system? YES NO

09. Do you require complex label logic such as formats that are product, customer and schedule specific? YES NO

10. Do you need to print different label formats on two sides of a case using a dual tamp or corner wrap printer? YES NO

11. Does your company need catch weight, fixed weight, and out of range logic with configurable events for 
variation? YES NO

12. Do you need serialization and aggregation/association logic? YES NO

13. Are you required to verify product counts? YES NO

14. Do you require the ability to capture lot tracking data? YES NO

15. Do you need to verify the quality of the barcodes with automated controls? YES NO

16. Is management asking for the ability to communicate data (importing and exporting) with one or more external 
systems? YES NO

17. Do you require validated labeling and coding software that is 21 CFR PT 11 compliant? YES NO

18. Do you need the ability to quickly produce reliable reporting? YES NO

19. Would you benefit from real time, centralized printer feedback, status reports and email notifications of printer or 
device errors? YES NO

20. Do you need to tie your printers, coders, scanners, scales and PLCs together in one configurable, yet easy to 
implement and train, system? YES NO

Does Your Business Need a New
Packaging Execution System?
 

Are you looking for a way to better automate your packaging and labeling? Use 
our Packaging Execution System (PES) scorecard to perform a self-assessment, 
and identify if your company could benefit from implementing a PES.

PES Self-assessment scoring: 
If you answered yes to any of these questions, the Matrix packaging execution system could benefit your 
company. The more questions you answered yes to, the more likely you are to realize a rapid return on 
investment, and we highly recommend a consultation to discuss your needs.
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